
Attributes Studbook inspection
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Type (Breed-) type a little elegant/typy

Female expression a little much

Caliber light heavy

Head Head coarse noble, refined

Eye     white in the eye

Neck Head-neck connection light thick

pronounced underneck pronounced top line of neck

short long

Saddle Withers short long

position flat high

Length of shoulder short long

Angle of shoulder steep/straight sloping

    scapula foo far forward

Frame Structure downhill uphill

Long-legged very short legs extremely long

Back short long

     hollow back

Top line inharmonious straight

Loin area flat tight

Croup flat sloping

Length of croup short long

Tail set low high

Front leg      tied-in behind the vertical

Pastern short long

upright soft

Knees over at the knees calf-kneed

flat well defined

Hooves small/narrow big/wide

flat heels high heels

club foot one-sided both sides

irregular hooves

Hind leg Pastern short long

upright soft

Hind leg out behind

Hock straight sharply angled

weak strong

spongy/windgalls lean

 capped hock

 curby hock one side both sides

Hannoveraner Verband    Verden/Germany

LNR: __________________________________________________            Owner: _____________________________________ 

Site: _______________________________              Date:_____________________            Membership No.:_______________________________

Sire: ____________________________  Dam: ______________________________    Dam's Sire: ________________________________

Quality of conformation

           roach back
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Correctness Front leg mechanics interfering/rope walking winging

Movement Position of front legs toeing in toeing out

 one-sided both sides

out of vertical alignment

Hind leg mechanics interfering/rope walking wide

Position of hindlegs toeing in toeing out

 one-sided both sides

bow-legged/sickle-shaped cow-hocked

twisting hock

     Lameness

     Uncoordinated movement

Trot Rhythm/suppleness irregular/tense rhythmical/relaxed

Forehand mechanics flat front leg a lot of knee action

Freedom of shoulder a little a lot

Impulsion /elasticity a little a lot

Hind leg activity powerless/sluggish energetic/active

Carrying power/balance not enough/mostly pushing with good lift

Walk Rhythm/suppleness irregular/tense rhythmical/relaxed

Activity dragging energetic/active

Suppleness tense through the body

Shoulder freedom/reach a little a lot

Ground-covering a little a lot

Overall Interior nervous sluggish

Impression Development poorly developed very well developed

Tail carriage no carriage stiff/too high

Tail carriage        tail crooked

Total Score
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